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Go-,()p's .near demise blamed on Administration

/

The Lawrence University Co- .
existence outside of this structure
op almost died last Tuesday. ., would jeopardize its existence
Nearly\ all of its leadership
because it would be. seen as a
retir,e d at the erid of last term and · personality-based organization
no new people had come forward
and hence doomed to die with the
· to replace them . In the last day of· · departure of its founders. This
the third deadline , enough ap-would mean that any · future
plicatlons were received to fill
students \yanting to do the- same
most po1sitions including that of
activities would have to start
director ,' vacated by Mark Lee
from scratch , as did Gillio and
'76. According .to Lee, the mas~
~gg_beer:- " The pµrpose was to
retirement of the incumbents was
obviate the n eed for initial
largely caused by the adorganizing efforts. It is easier to '
minislration's _ lack of support
~e~ . involved in providing acand the frustrations endured by
t1v1ties for the community if.the
1
the Co-op workers in trying to
structure is already there " Gillio
deal with it.
said.
_ '
The focus of this blame is
Tissier and Dean of Students
placed in the Dean 's Office
~ha rles _ Lauter, both agreed '.
although , with "a few shining
According to Tissier , " tire
exceptions, the administration in
structure made a great deal of
general" has ..hindered the
sense , consolidating the structure
oper-ations of Co-op, Lee said.
of programs and funding ."
The problems started last fall
Lauter said: "It provides an
when Co-op became a part of the
org a nizational forum
with
. Student Activities Office and
greater
efficiency
-and
began working -within the
streamlining" than the previous
University. Prior to this Co-op
system .
had been a s-tudent organization
The major portion of this plan
operating on campus but inconcerned the consolidation of
dependent of University funding
funding and . activities comand _support.
,
•
·
mittees, including several faculty
The reasons for becoming an
committees such as the Main
"' official Uniyersity organization
Hall Forum and the Committee
· were related to efficiency and
on Public Occasions. At the
continuity, according to William
second faculty meeting of this
Eggbeer, '76. and Robert Gillio ,
academic year, the faculty
'76, Co-op's founders : Last year
overwhelmingly defeated the
they began developing a plan to
proposal .
consolidate the various com_ Lee expressed the feeling that
mittees and activities on campus
he was duped by the adinto a more efficient, carefully
ministration into believing that
conceived ·body of committees.
the faculty would support the
The purpose , according to
proposal. When Lauter was the
-Jeanne Tjssier , Dire.ctor of
only person to vote in favor of it,
Student Activities , was to reduce
Lee was completely surprised .
recfundancy in committees then
During his numerous discussions
existing ancl to provide a single
with Lauter, Tissier, and Marwin
clearing house for all activities .
Wrolstad, vice president for
This would reduce the number o(
business affairs, no mention was
calendars to be registered on ,
ever made about faculty oppeople to · ,get . approval . from ,
position to the proposal. The vote
activities. occurring at the same
also led Lee , along with Gillio and
time in the same place, and time
Eggbeer, to believe that there
and effort required to organize
was no attempt _by the Adactivities .
,
ministration supporters to exGillfo explained lhat the Co-op
plain the _plan to any faculty
propos~l was also intended to
bring Co-op into the , formal
University structure , thereby
Continued on P. S
assuring it some continuity over
· the years . He said that its

THE GOOD OLD DAYS
~

Worrien' s Week: action-filled
from Medea up to Applecore

by Jo Elli;!n Otfenberg
direc tors of NOW . " Her en- _values .and methods...of women's
Women's Week has in the past thusiasm is catching ," says studies programs .
covered a broad spectrum of Women 's Week' committee
That evening Lynn Scheuerthemes in women 's lives-their member Kathy Walker .
mann , a marriage and family
art , their education , their
Folksinger Odetta will perform counselor fro.m the Lutheran
sexuality. As part of the in the Chapel that evening at 8 Social Services in Appleton, will
celebration of the 125th an- pm . She will also spend the day at give a lect ur e on " Female
niversary of Milwaukee-Downer Lawrence Tuesday attending Sexuality " in the Women 's
College, Womeh's Week '76 will Women 's Week events_
Center at 8.
also deal with these issues .. It will
President Thomas Sm it h,
Following her performanc·e
feature a variety of programs Monday there will be a Pan-hel ass is tan t professor of history
ranging from conservatory art show, enti.tled "Lawrence William Bremer , and assistant
recitals to a dinner with former Women in Art, " and reception in professor of anthropology Diana
president of Bennington College, Riverview Lounge. Sculpture , Forsythe will be among the
Gail Parker .
painting, and crafts by women speakers at an " Affirmative
But this year 's program is from the Lawrence community Act ion Forum " to be held
unique in tha:t it will focus on , will be on display . Refreshments Thursda y at 4 :30 p .m . in
Riverview Lounge. They wi ll
women at Lawrence. According will also be served.
to Nancy Norton '78, a member of
Three women from the discuss what is being done abo ut
the Women 's Week committee, Women 's Service Center in Green the formation of an Affirmative ·
Women 's Week " has many times Bay , Wendy Polege, Susan Action program at Lawrence .
Gail Parker , the former
been women tell_ing us what we 'll Sloniker , and Kate Houston , will
face when we get out of conduct a workshop and informal - president of Bennington College,
Lawrence." But she adds, " This discussion on lesbianism at 4: 30 will be the Wom e n's Week
year Women's Week will have · pm Tuesday in the Women 's keynote speaker . Her lec ture on
In,a record-breaking 80 percent
an election issue when members
programs that are of specific Center. They will discuss such " Women in Higher Education"
turnout, Appleton voters re- ,_ of Local 563 refused to work
elected Mayor James Su.therland
overtime after 1 January, ·interest to women at Lawrence, topics as sex roles , support will be presented at 8 p.m .
things that are rele\lant to us mechanics in society, and Thursday in Riverview Lounge .
for a second term. Sutherland
resulting in severe delays in
feminism
as
it
regards She will discuss her attempts to
right ·now ."
defeated challenger Glenn
garbage pick-up and snow
make controversial changes at
·Nancy Patton, '78, another lesbianism .
·Thompson with 60.5 percent of · removal . Sutherland told the
the tqtal mayoral vote.
Post-Crescent that "the city had
member of the committee, feels
Tuesday- evening Irene Kells Bennington College a nd her
Mayor Sutherland's first duties
been reasonable, the city had
that "we're hitting some issues from Marshfield, WiscJ)nsin will reasons for resigning two months
of this term will include a conbeen fair , but the people didn't
which we didn't last year. That conduct a workshop on self-help ago. She will also talk about the
has generated more spirit. " As a techniques for women at 7 pm in unique experience of having her
tinuing investigation and imknow it. "
result, more women on campus the Women's Center. According husband as vice-president of the
pleme~tation_ of operational
Appleton voters apparenlly
ch.anges in the police and public
supported Sutherland's goverhave become involved in to Kathy Walker, '76, Kells is College. Parker graduated
organizing. Women 's Week '76 devoted to helping women to summa cum laude from Radworks departments and research
ning style that relied on outside
than in the past.
learn more about their bodies and diffe and received her Ph .D.
into the possibility of a new public
consultants arid citizen study
A full week of activities will what they can do for themselves from Harvard .
library. Sutherland will appoint a
groups to rese.a rch local issues.
There will be a sherry recepbegin Sunday evening with to stay healthy . Women who want
new .member to the Appleton
Thompson felt local issues should
" Medea" at 7:30 pm in Stansbury to participate in the self-help . tion for Parker at 5:30 pm with a
Board of Education to replace
be ·decided primarily by local
Theatre . The Italian movie which demonstration· should bring a buffet dinner following at 6 pm .
Karl Becker, one of the School . government and not by outside
Following her lecture she will
is being shown for the first time pillow .
Board members who refused to
consultants.
Tuesday evening there will lead an informaldiscussion at the
in the U.S . outside of New York
allow Angela Davis to speak at
One of Southerland's primary
City features opera star Maria also be
recital by Lawrence Women's Center.
the Appleton East gymnasium·. ·concerns has been an attempt to
Stephanie Rei ger , ass ociate
Callas. It will also be shown women in the conservatory at 8
Sutherland won easily in all but
strengthen the sJownto_wn area.
Monday and Tuesday evenings. pm in Harper HalLThe recital , professor of psycholog y at Lake
two of the- city's 21 voting
He is concerned with keeping
Sunday night, Carol Conti- organized by Conservatory Forest College , will lead an inprecincts . His. decisive victory
downtown Appleton a viable
Entin, instructor of music , will student Pat Waddell , '76, will form a I discussion entitl ed ,
was unexpected - both sides were
marketplace for consumers as
compositions
by "Psychology of Women " Frjday
give a faculty recital at 8 pm in include
anticipating a closer- race. Tbe
well as for merchants.
at 4:30 pm in the Women 's
Harper Hall. Conti-Entin will Lawrence women.
incumbent praised his campaign
Tuesday's electicm resulted in
pe rform works by Bassett ,
The
Black
Wom en 's Ce nt er . Accor din g to Alli so n
workers ,for their door-to-door
little change on the City Council.
Berkeley , and Mil ha ud on the ' Association will give a poetry Tall ard , '76, she is "open and
efforts which w.ere essential to
Davis E . Burt was the only
French horn .
' reading in the coffee house at 9: 30 easy to talk to ." Reiger will deal
h!s victory. Campaign worl_rnrs
newcomer elected to the Council.
with women's fear of success and
distributed literature explaining
In the secorrd ward, which in- ' Gloria Hewit , professor of p.m. that evening .
mathematics at the University of
Assistant professors of History other problems women encounter
Sutherland's stand on- the coneludes Lawrence , Alderman
Montana , will speak on "Women Esther. Kanipe and Doug in the socialization process .
troversial labor dispute between - Walter Kalata , a five-term inill Science' ' on Monday at 4:30 Greenberg. will lead a discussion
the city and Teamsters Local 563. ·cum bent , barely outdistanced
Sutherland felt the city was not challenger Mary Alice Martines . p.m. in Riverview Lounge. One of about the possibility of Women's ·
Continued on P. j
the first black women to get a Studies at Lawrence on Wedto blame for the 14-month labor in , an unexpectedly close race.
Ph.D . in mathematics, Hewit is nesday at 4:30 ·pm in the cofdispute that involved 180 city The vote was 301-377.
also a memb~r of the board of . feehouse. They will ,discuss the
.employees. The dispute became
;,

·I d
City re-elects .SUther an

a

I
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Affirmative action input
To the Editor:
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.Ad m1· n·1 strat1·-v·e de m·1 se.

To :~ ALL MEMBERS OF THE
LAWRENCE COMMUNITY.
The Ad Hoc Committee on
Affirmative Action in FacultyLevel Recntitment and Hiring is
attempting . to
formulate
procedures which will abide by
both the letter and the spirit of
federal affirmative action ·

;~!r~a!i~nss~einin~~~s~~mofm~~~
bers of the Lawrer:ice communit~.
If you wo.uld hke to sub1J11t
1
The Lawrence Umvers1ty Co-op 1s a student group whose I r ecommendations for such
members are proud of the wide variety of services, progr~ms l procedures, or . if yo':1 have _
and activities which result from their hard work and planning. I knowledge . of d1scnmmatory
Last fall Co-op became an official part of the Uniyersity in pr~ctices whi~h could be of use to .
order to increase its efficiency through cooperation and us m formulat1r:1g n~w.pro_cedures
·th an administrative liasion.
to pre~ent d1scnmmat10n _ac-.
response WI
.
.
cording to sex age race manta!
.. But, ironically enough, _that idea has caused more· mef- status , religion : or' ethnic
f1c1ency and less c?o~eration between C_o-op and the Ad- background , the committee
ministration. The has10n that was to hnk Co-op to the / would greatly appreciate your
University is virtually non-existent.
·
.
help . If you are interested in
What it boils down to is the Administration's attitude on contributing written testimony ,
activities. Sure, everyone is in favor of them. Imagine: a please .contact a member of the
student-run organization which offers services ranging from committ~e a~ soon. as possibl~.
Photo by David Hines
vacation buses to finals survival baskets; an organization , All ~ontribuhons will be held m ALISON TALLARD, psyches up for Women's ·Week. ·
which arranges ski trips in winter, and climbing, boating, and confiden~eci· .
· . ·t
.
camping
trips
in
spring
and
fall;
an
organization
which
In
at
1tt
.
10n
,
wfe
tmdVI
et
.
"d d "
·
t· ·t · l"k ... tf th f
f 't'' d represen a 1ves o
s u en
prov! es 1vers!onary ac .1v1 1es 1 ~ JUS ~r e un I an ·organizations to comment upon a
·
special ev~nts hke_the W1!1ter _Carruval, which s~ook us ou~ of preliminary draft of an interim'
.
• ••
Lawrence s notorious m1d-wmter slump. Thats pretty 1m- report of the committee. During
·
,
·
pressive stuff-and it's good PR.
.
· the coming week we plan to hold No hed
them, against the Scandolous .
But unless Co-op gets some help from the University it is a meeting for this purpose. By a Woman writfedited by Joan r~ports of a late Surfeiting Lover
on the way o.ut. What is needed is not the nominal support Groups wishing to be included Goulianos, Penguin Books, 379 (1589) .
·
Lauter gave the Campus Events Committee proposal, but a should sen~ the names of . two pages , $2.45.
The collection purposely omits
more active support, based on input and feedback on the part r~pr~sentatives to our committee
.-Because of the woman's writings , by· Virginia Woolf,
of the administration.
w1thm the next few days .
movement , the amount of George Eliot, Doris Lessing, and
Thank you
literature by, for, and about others whose views are widely
In addition , Co-op needs fewer administrative hassles.
,
T. Baker women has snowballed in recent known . Instead, by a . Woman
There is no reason why Co-op members should have had to
,B. Bremer, years. Everyone, from demure_ writt inakes available the works ·
wait until the end of fall term to have their office set up. A
D : Forsythe,
housewives to radical feminists, of lesser known women writers
redefinition of the role of the liasion is desperately needed.
M. Heinecke, from Dr. Spock to Mrs . Ford, has and emphasizes their feelings
The University is lucky this time ; fhere·is enough talent
J. Mi'!g had something-to proclaim about about womerthood. The collection
and enthusiasm to fill all the Co-op positions. But we can't
women 'and their feelings . by a does contain certain excerpts
expect those new workers to stay enthusiastic if we don't give
· Woman writt brings today's from the "first known extant
them any encouragement. Without it Co-op will be right back
reader a sense of - intellectual autobiography ii) . :Epglish" .(a
where it was last week: with a lot of jobs and no one to fill To the Editor:
relief from the contemporary w omary's!), and i;;ome of E>orothy
them . And then , there won't be too many exciting things to put '
barrage of women 's literature. Rich~rdson's writing - it was her
Curious and excited as only two Carefully compiled by Joan · work to which the term "stream
in Here 's Lawrence. Unless the Administration gets moving, third-term Lawrence Seniors can Goulianos and her co-editors , by of consciousness" was first ap- _
adopting a new attitude of active support, au of Lawrence Will be, it was imperative that we a. woman writt is the first easily plied\ Also included are writings
lose.
check out the- validity of Jeff readable collection of writings, -of. the beautiful Marga,ret
Hawley ' s article . Not only dating from the -..fourteenth C~".endish (1623-1673), "a womar
questioning the truth , but , century to the present', by women intellectual woo -believed in the
I knowing Jeffs reputation, as ~ell about their feelings.
. , inferiority .,of women," Mary
The Lawrentian is published each week of the college year except during .
we set out upon our investigaUon
The twenty women represented . · Shelley, author of Frankenstein,
vacation s and examination periods by The Lawrentian of Lawrence
by trekking and crutching down in this. collection express their . who wrote of sorrow and loss of
Universi ty, Appleton. Wisconsin . .Printing is by Bargain Bulletin, Inc. of Aothe Avenue. Inspired by the feelings about themselves as love at the death .of her husband
pleton. Second class postage paid at Appleton, Wisconsin 54911. Mail subscri ptions are $5.50 per year; overseas airmail $15, seamail, $6.50.
beauties that can be found upon writers, their men, their place in Percy Shelley, . and Mary
Letters to the Editors and items for This Week at LU may be submitted no
the streets at 4 :30 in the af- society, their intellect, _and their Wollstonecraft, _Mary Shelley's
later tha n 9 p.m. Wednesday for publication that week. They must be typed;
ternoon in Appleton · (especially sexuality. The diary excerpts and mother, who had several
double-s pa ced. Notices will be accepted only for the current week.
admired by Rick) , we promptly letters (two of'the few forms in unhappy love affairs. _
We wil l print only signed letters. Signatures will, of course, be withheld
upon request. The Lawrentian reserves the right to alter or abridge letters
walked past the bar. Thinking which women wrote) of past
All .of the writings d~al :with
wi thout chan ging meaning, and to reject material it deems unsuitable.
that Jeff had conjtµ"ed up an centuries, and , the poetry and womanhood and feelings unique
Opi nion s exp ressed in The Lawrentian are not necessarily those of
April's Fool joke, Rick spied a fiction of more recent centuries, to women. Pregnancy, childbirth,
Law ren ce University , its admini stration, faculty or students.
pretty waitress in a corner demonstrate emotions such as mother h o.o.d, widowhood,
restaurant and asked,her if such fear , hatred, resentment, and. , housework, and relationships
Editor-in-Chief
Susan Reeves
a place did exist. She replied ,..confusion about their femaleness, with men and /other women are
Managing Ed itor
Jean Erickson
negatively and asked Rick i( he as well as acceptance, joy, and themes in ~any of the selections.
News Editor
Jody Feldman
Feature Editor
would like to go out-back . love of toe role of women.
The primary emphasis, however,
Jeff Hawley
Arts Editor
JoEllen Ottenberg
Assuming that she want.ed him to
It is comforting to many lies in ttrese women's feelings
Editorial Assistant
Nancy Fay
go no further we quickly left and modern women to read that about being women and writers.
Sports Ed itor
Earl Patterson
w_ent to a phone booth to see the Margery
Kempe
(1373-?) •These women wrote what they
Bu siness Manager
Jeff Royer
directory, whereupon "eagle- resented
her
husband's felt, and their feelings are
Circulation Managers
Amos Miner
eye" Jim spotted the tell-tale thoughtless sexual advances, represented here in by a Woman
Greg Opelka ·
Photography Editor
Nancy Gazzola
evidence of the bar's being, an i although she blamed her troubles writt..'J'.he theme which ties these
Production Editor
Laura Spiess
unobtrusive sign reading, on devils, while we blame ours on six centuries of women together,..
Artist s
Chris Austin
strangely enough, Larry's · Freud. It is strengthening to read and makes by a ,Woman writt
Randall Colton
Badger Bar.
about Mrs . Alice Thornton, who exceptional, is expressed by
To Jeff's credit, we only found bore nine children (only three of Dilys Laing 0906-1960) as she
REPORTERS: Karl Albrecht, Cathi Bourne, Lynn Brackenridge, Colleen
Byrnes, Mary Jane CowanLPete Copeland, Deb Davidson, Nancy Fay, David
a few misleading statements in whom survived ) and was addresses Anne··Finch, Countess
Gibson, Ginger Gundersgaard, Diane lchkoff, Eileen Kellor, Pam Marshak,
his review . For example, the widowed and left with tremen- .of Winchelsea (1661-1720) in
Ela_ine Milius, Sylvia Long, Tina Olmsted, Kathy Sellin, Bill Shaw, Regina
lovely Mitzi was not the 36-22-36 . dous financial burdens. Her life · poetry.
Swingen, Jane Thessin and Leigh Thompson an'd Jim Reich.
barmaid we expected, , but a story is full of suffering ancJ Staunch ·Anne!_ I know your
PHOGOGRAPHY STAFF: Dan Barreto, Mary Ellen Carolan, David Davenport,
· delightfully congenial middle- sorrow , yet she had the courage trouble. The same tethe,,: galls
Jim Hoskins, Roehl Loveland, Patricia Morris and Luis Romero.
PRODUCTION STAFF: Gayle Austin, Randall Colton.
aged lady. Our thanks to Jeff, as and patienc.e to carry on , and the us. To be a woman and a
PHONES: Office, ext. 600. Reeves, ext.646 (414) 739-3681.
she offered us a drink if we would
·
f
bring · in a copy of his article ability to write it down . And for writer is double mischief, or
(which we did the next night) a1nd those of us who rally with our the world wm ··slight her who
sisters , not only are we b,ackesf by slights the "servile ioouse" ,
we were able to enjoy the best Susan B. Anthony , Betty Friedan , and who would rather make
blows (plural -because we Prudence Crandall , and Gloria odes than beds. Lost lady!
couldn ' t resist partaking in Steinem , but also by Jane Anger Gently fighter !· Seperate in
another , not that this infers the (psuedonym ? )
and
. He'r time, we mutiny together.
helpings were small) whoops, we -Protection for Women: to defend
-SUSIE KOCH ·
meant, bowls , of bean soup you
elude an itemized account of how could ever desire. Also , we were
this money is planned to be spent worried that only Pa bst was on
during the next year .
tap and were happy to find the old
To the Editor :
Please
have
both
of
these
Union standby, Old Style, was
SPRING ELECTIONS TO PHI, BETA KAPPA
To Lawrence Organizations:
reports (the report of this year 's there for the asking .and that you
Th e Co nstitution of LU CC
Charles AJex
David Kirchman
spending and next year 's could have a schoone1' not just a
requires a detail ed report from
John Bruce
Catherine Anne Laskaya
each organization sponsored by allocation request) sent to me at tapper, and. a bowl of soup all for
LUCC at the end of each the Phi Delt house by campus only 90 cents.
Clayton Carr
Nancy Limberg
mail no later than Monday, May
Thus, our repast finished and
academic year which shall inThomas
Crittenden
~ancy Ma~tspn
clude an itemized account of how · 3. Due to this year 's tight budget, needs satisfied, we slowly worked
absolutely no requests will be our way back .to the campus ,
Jean Findorff
Mary Probst
all monies received from LUCC
considered after this dafe.
sadly reflecting upon the fact that
were spent.
Lore! Greene
Sharen Rowley \
If you have any que·stipns, ~Qcktail hour on'ly lasts from four
At this time I would also like to
Ginger Gundersgaard .
Deborah von Rosenvinge
please
contact
me
at
extension
until
six
and
that
we
only
have
ask for your organizatiion 's
- ten more weeks to enjoy this
Denise Janosik
Kathryn Walker
allocation request for the 76-77 636 or 637 .
-KEVIN CARAHER mellow establishment.
academic year. This should in· - Da?iel Winkler
•

•

•

aEVI iw• ' • ·t

°

Badger Bar revisited

11111-------------------------..

·I

1

'

Budgets requested

•

LUCC Treasurer

,.'

Reaffirming the Honor Pledge,
-RICK LAWRENCE
-JIMTHUROW

I
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lf-acceptance: not' easily qchieved ·

by Jeff Hawley and Jeff Bruno compliment" met approval. He
Jess Lair, author of three books announced , "Fox Valley Tech is
on how to gain self-acceptance, my kind of school. Here you can
self-enrichment, and love, spoke get a practical education without
to a sell-out crowd at -Fox Valley having to run into a Jot of book
Tech Tuesday night.
addicts ." He further explained ,
Lair, who l)reviously worked as "There is more to life than just
a market consul-tant for a large books . the only way to comcompany, suffered a massi".e municate to another person is to
heart attack at the ~ge of 35. This have a good heart towards that
caused him to rad1cally change person .· You won 't find that in
his life-style-he quit his job and between the pages of a book. "
went back to the University of
After the $3 lecture, ·(and
Minnesota to earn his M~sters
and PhD in psy~hology. He 1s now before the $5 dollar dinner ) La,ir
teaching at a state university in posed affabl y for a few " camerahappy" women , and autographed
Montana
'
Lair related his own highly copies of his latest books-which ,
personal and emo~i?nal e x- incidently, were being sold in
periences to an audience com- both hardcover and paperbook
posed largely of middle-age
people. He told the crowd that
when .he was in college he was
bordering somewhere between
agnosticism and atheism . " I was
The Delta Gamma Sorority and
so smart, that you couldn 't have
told me anything. I had made a the Delta Tau Delta fraternity
god out of science, and I loved my will hold a pledge auction on
Saturday. The money raised will
mind."'
..
Lair criticized trad1llonal be donated to the Gilloonreligious structures .such as the Davenport book fund . Each re~r
Catholic Churc.h. Lair told how he the fund provides money to aid m
switched from-being a Baptist to the purchase of textbooks for two
a Methodist. " I wanted to play on Lawrence students.
This fund was created by the
their basketball team Y In addition Jess decided he was a parent~ of Maura Gilloon and
Unita'rian · after his atheistic William Davenport in memory of
college years, and after that ~e these two Lawrence students . .
On 5 May , 1972, a member _of
became an.d remained a Catholic
for ten years . But after he ·suf- Delta Tau Del{a held a party at .
fered his heart attack, Jess could his cottage on Lake Winnebago . .
not find in the religious rit~a.ls of During the party; Maura Gilloon ,
the Catholic Church the spmtual a Delta Gamma_ pledge, and
guidance he so desperately William Davenport, the D~lta
needed. "I found out that li_fe_ is Tau Delta president, went out m a
the ceremony, and often religion canoe. At the end of the party
none of their friends could locate
is the problem."
Lair talked about his most them . The Neenah police and the
difficult problem in his life-his Calumet County sheriff were
called in to investigage. Later the
inflated ego . "I found out that I U.S. Coast Guard, the Departwas such a 'supreme egotist' that ment
of Natural Resources, and
I wanted to be the corpse at every
fllllellal, and the bride at every
wedding. 1 wanted to be_ th~
complete center of attention .
• •
· Throughout the course of his Continued from P. I
lectlll'e, Lair managed to quote
That night "Adam's Rib ,"
football coaches Geocg~ Allen starring Katherine Hepburn and
and Vince Lombardi , the Spencer Tracy , will be shown ~t
Cheyenne Indians , and some of 7 : 30 in 161 Youngchild. The movie
the teachings o( Zen. He. exinvolves a court battle fou~ht
- plained briefly how Lombardi put between . husband and wife
"God"· first , his -family second, lawyers .
and "winning" third. "But Allen
Sister Toni Ann Palermo, a lay
had · · the order drastically nun , will conduct a moveme~t
reversed. He put,"winning" fi~st , . workshop at 10: 30 am Saturday m
God second, and his family third. - Riverview Lounge. A mov~ment
And if you fook at the t~o specialist and consultant m the
coaches' records, you can easily Appleton communit_y, Palerr~o
see why -Lombardi 1won . m?re is, as Tallard de~cnbes her, ~
games-because he put wmnmg really fascinatmg 1 woman ._
third-below God and his family ." Walker says the workshop will
Lair spoke in a _very.. c_a s~~ help women to "work on
.manner interspersmg amt s
flexibility and awareness of the
and "y~'s" as often as he does body to learn more about yourself
in his books. Even the titles of as a whole person ." The
them relate his utter · 'in- workshop will focus on personal
formalness'- "I Ain't Much, Baby fulfillment and creative release
But I'm All- I've Got ." "I Ain't from tension.
Well, But I sure Am Better." and
The Apple Corps, Ltd ., a
"Hey God, What Should I Do touring feminist the~tre co~Now?" He downplays . t.h e
any based in Madison,_ -~111
academic ''jargon" his critics ~onclude the weeks ach".1hes
often face 1him with . As Jess
·th a performance entitled
eKplains · it, J'When ?'o~ ' ~e ~~omen Alone Together ." The
drowning, you don't say 1f 1t 1s play , which explores the
pl~sing to you, would you come relationships betwee~ ~hree
to my assistance? ' 'You yell generations of women w1thm th~
'help'!"
. .
same family, will be performe
Lair concentrated the maJonty in the Cloak Theatre Saturday ~t
of his time talking about 7 . 30 pm . The group, founded m
education. His "Fox Valley 1972 has two major goals : to

editions near the exit. I approached Jess \ater, and asked
hi.m in between snap-shots an_d
autographs, "how a man who 1s
so concerned. about gaining selfaccei;itance, · has to work a~d
receive
two
degrees
m
pysc~ology , author thr~e books,
(he 1s presently workmg on a
fourth ) and lecture on college
c~mpuses ? It s~e~s to . me you
slfould ·be rehshmg m your
peac eful Montana surroun dings."
Lair stated t-Aat he worked as a
consultant basically out of fear
from failing . In the process he
has to exploit people constantly. ·
" There is nothing wrong with
work , as long as you enjoy it .''

Buy a Pledge Saturday

Women.

Sinr~d.o you -realize
how much of the
ta.xpnyers· money

I

,

is w6.sted en.c.h yell.f

~c.n.µse of bureau.cr~cy?

I

numerous Lawrence students
helped in the search . The canoe ,
the paddles and the life jackets
were found in the first 48 hours .
It was not until the following
Wednesday and Thursday 17 and
18 May, that 'lhe bodies_ of Maura
and William were discovered.
The Lawrence Community had
held a memorial service for the
two students the previous week .
Saturday's.auction will be held
at 9:30 pm in the Viking Room .
The pledges will be aucUoned off
to the highest bidders. Two hours
of service will be provided by the
pledge. Cleaning a room, typing,a
paper, carrying books , are ~ome
examples of the numerous moral
possibilities. Payment for the
pledge must be made when _the
bidding is completed.
In memory of the two former
Lawrentians ,
Maura
and
William, we·hope to see you all at
the pledge auction .

provide fulfilling and meaningful
roles for women on the stage and
to perform then:ies reJeva~t to
women within a professional
theatre.
One of the members- of the
group describes it as . _"a
humanistic theatre perce1vmg
basic feminism as by , for , and
about women ."
An exhibit of photographs of
women by other women will be on
display in the lil~rary all v.:eek
beginning Monday mormn~ .
Women who want to submit
photographs should consult
Nancy Gazzola .
A Lawrence women's poetry _
journal will be publish~d and
distributed sometime durmg the
week .

Its ridiculous how~ mnny'\ .
trnnece.s.snry expenditures
those in power mllle ! \

I

-LlWRIN~E UNmRSiff
PR1-ehESBMilf DAIS
APRIL 11TH AND l2THt. 19?.6
SUNDAY, 11 APRIL
2:00-11:00

Grill open, Memorial Union .

2:30-3 :30

Arrival and check-in, Admission
Office, Wilson House.

2:30-4:30

Open l;-Iouse , Career Center, Sampson House. Mr. Kisker.

4:30-6:00

Dinner and Welcome , Gold Room ,
Downer Commons. Dr. Th omas S.
Smith , president , and Mr. _D~vid
M . White , diredor of adm1 ss1on ,
and faculty members .

8:00

Faculty Recital , Carol Cont i-Entin ,
horn, Harper Hall , Music and Drama
Center .

8:00

Mime workshop, Cloak Theatre,
Music and Drama Center.

10:00

Open House , Lawrentian (Student
newspaper) , Main Hall basement.

10:00

·' Open House, Lawrence Christian
Fellowship . Sage Lounge.

10:00

Open Meeting, Lawrenc~ Co~op .
Riverview Lounge, Memorial Umon .

·MONDAY, 12 APRIL 8:00-11:00

Ceramics Exhibit, Worcester Art
Center.

8:00-6:00

Classes ·and Recreation , Alexander
Gymnasium.

8:30-4:20

Classes , by assignment.

8:30-4:30

Appointments wit~ faculty, staff,
and students by assignment.

ll :10-12:20

"Getting the Most Out of Colleg_e ,"
George Walter, professor emeritus
of education, Ormsby Lounge .

12:20-4:00

Lunch, Downer- Commons, (Until
12:45, Colman)

1:30

Comprehensive tour of Scie1.1ce
· Hall. Meet in .the lobby of Youngchild Hall .

1:30

Comprehensive tour of Seeley G .
Mudd Library. Meet at the circuiation desk.

2:30

Individual and small group meetings with faculty and staff, by assignment.

Thzi.t's true, bu:t I totta.

f!!t

to work! here ...

, .. ·You see I I wnsh these
tennts courts every ~.
I

be because he can convince a
required
to
meet · these
by Jim Reich
group that it's in their .interll&ts
LAWRENTIAN: Would you challenges, then they worked on
as well as in th~ int~rests of th~
getting a process in terms -of
explain why yo u 're ·here ?
entire universitf to do· what's
BLASS : Well, the Woodrow faculty and students and -ad. right.
Wilson Foundation has a ministration on how to turn all
program . to try to bring this kind of stuff into something
And sometimes · it takes a lot
nonacademic people to places solid so that you can look at the
longer, and - at other times it /
like Lawrence University that . piece-parts of the college and
results in a preS~dent's leaving,
tend to be fairly small liberal arts say, well , is our promotional
as happened at Benn·ington
colleges and don't have the policy , our faculty , consistent
College, where the president
resourcesJike Yale and Harvard with where we want to get? Do
wasn't as - effective in comto have a lot of nonacademic we , can .we attract the right kind
municatin'g what she wanted to
of
student
body
?
Do
we
need
to
visitors like senators , business
accomplish
as mighLhave been.
people and whatnot , so in effect adapt our curriculum? These are
The faculty and the students gave
what they' ve done is to recruit a some of the questions.
her a vote of no-confidence, and
sizeable number of people, say L: Anything a\:,out building
out she .went.
·
two dozen , to spend a week or programs?
Blass
will
be
staying
through
two , or sometimes a whole B : Well, yeah , but I think that ·
to?a~ and said that he did not
January sem~ster on campus. frankly, in today's environment,
L: You 're going to discuss long- where most Qf the liberal arts
thmK ,he would be,,meeting wi,thra nge planning while you're colleges are facing the threat of
t~e administrat_ion after, that
ttm_e. He went on to say that his
here?
·
declining enrollment rather than
B: Yeah , I'm supposed to do that enlarged enrollment, building
mam - purpo_se here was not to
on Friday morning , but I un- programs tend to be fairly far
consult with the a.d ministfation·
derstand that they reall y got off down the road as a program of
but to_give the cellege a chance to on their own this past weekend . I consideration.
benefit from "whatever I ·was
guess in part I'll just listen and L : You 're going to work on imable to bring," whether jt be a
see what 1they have to say and proving the curriculum here?
program· with Mortar Board
help in wh atever way I can , yo u B: No , what I would say that
(':"'hich occurred ©n · Menday
know , from my own perspective. basically, I will be concerned
mght) or his lec;ture on WedL: What kinds of things might with whether Lawrence, and I
nesday night conc,erning with the '
they be asking yo u?
role oJ women in the professions
gather this is part of what Tom
B: I really don ' t know . But I'd be Smith is trying to do, has a
ancr success, "What makes for
glad to talk about long-range process which is going to arrive
aspirations and success in
planning from my point of view at something concrete. When the
business a1_1d the profeiisions or
both in a business and an process is done, or when it's, you
whe_ther _it's talking ~ ,i th
academic institution since I've know, well underway. And
economic_s classes about wbat--.
done it on both sides . I've worked whether there's something
I've obs.e rved J n lhe business
with ·Guilford College where I'm concrete that results . . . so it
w~rld, as contrasted with or in
now on the Board of Trustees , as satisfies the neelly because most
agreement . with :' what they got
well as in New York Telephone of the liberal arts colleges , like
taught by theorists," or visiting
where I 've done some consulting Lawrence, are staring at a
Photo by N_ancy Gazzola political seience and Pl?YChology
as well. I think the major step demographic decline of the 18-22classes .
,
forward in long-ra nge planning is year-old age group on the order of to a college when there's a high clear . I don't come to Lawrence , Blass commented on his
to identify a set of goals which 20-25 percent in the next 10 years.
drop-out rate.
with some -preconcepti'ons of
Monday evening ,talk with the
you have reason to believe that And that's not a small challenge
L: Will you be considering- the what Lawrence should or
Mortar Board group. "A . lpt of
they are val uable for your in- to · any kind of a business if the budget with them?
shouldn't do. My philosophy of · women,': ,Blass observed, "Wl·
stitution. And when I say that I market's going to shrink by 25
B: Well, I think that, from my planning is that it's a vehicle for
dere~timate t.h efr Powers in
mean that you really thought percent.
point of view, budget is bringing various constituencies
terms of what they can aethrough what it's going to do for
compJ.ish in the profoss-ional
And that has a lot of im- . somethrng that comes, in a sense, togethedn a. school or un_iversity
you when yo u get these goals . plications for the number of not independent of planning,: but so that they can agree to do. world. And -if that is the case with
And is it a meaningful goal? for -teaching slots , for the age of the
that you have to consider has something which they all want,
this particulc!r ,group, if indeed it
example, just saying "Oh, we're faculty ; for a variety of ·these
very . different
kinds . of Iiecause you can't have· a house
is the~ ase wjth a majority .of.the
for excellence in education·· is
parameters . In other words, by that's fighting within itself and .women here, what is. there to , do_
consider.ations .
not a meaningful statement.
the time things come down to the have anything ol a good _ about, it? -I think there are some·
L : Are you going to be studying
But if you can get specific and
level of budget, you haven't got education. So, the issue isn't what _ very defini~ things that ·can be
things like attrition?
say, by that we mean that we will B: I hope they will be studying
much room to move. It's .too late do I recommend -- for . an ad- dpne about it: ,
· get 65 _percent.of our student body
to do much about it. You just missions policy, the issue is when
!'lt is not an accident that many
things like attrition , because I
into graduate school , or we think that that's one of the major
have to grit your teeth and live the various constituencies - at . women who have- been outbelieve that can be done by taking
with it.
..
'
Lawrence are, represented, how . standing,in~the· professions have
variables.
This business of how
people who have national
many students drop out after the
In
a
planning
horizona
lot
of does a given admissions policy or
had · professional
•pa11ents
reputations, or yo u can talk about
freshman year, or after the
things are moYeable . .The faculty a changed admissions poli'cy fit
themselves. There. is more ttian
our students that in their
is adjustable, the size of the into the goals which they have set money that gets passed from ·
discipline turn out to be out- sophomore year, is a critical
student body is adjustable, ad- for themselves and the outside · generatiQn to generation. .And ,1
s tanding achievers in their variable in whether you have any
missions · policy, recruitment - environment which they have to think that if you're not that lucky
chosen field. Swarthmore is not kind of efficiency in your cla_ss
policy, whether you're going to g_o fac~ ;- ·e.g " the ~emographjc · to be -. 1:>Qr1' into the Kennedy
unmindful of the fact, for structure.
For example, if you have to · fpr adult education or not, . the- decline of 18-year-olds, the issue family (or othersl.:.. or whoever,
example , that it's had a number
role-the · relationship with state of inflation, the issue of costs and wh,at do . you \Jo?
-/
of students who became Nobel teach 100 freshmen in order · to
institutions: all of these things so forth?
'
"An.d· I'd like to make some
Prize winners. That 's, you know , teach 30 seniors, you've got
are flexible in a 5-10 year time L: Do you. do the same types of suggestions· about what' I think
one of the questions I remember yourself a terrible problem. On
,
'
. things as you did. with New York_ ·' are things·· that Y\JU can· do.
in my freshman application in- the other hand, if you teach 10.0 frame.
freshmen
of
which
70
become
L:
Do
you
think
there
would
be
Telephone in your consulting with Though I'm not sure that's what
terview was, "Tell us how you're
·
· · we'll end up ,ta,lking about.
goi ng to write the Great seniors, you've got a totally 'some trouble here with so many the schools?
-of the faculty tenured? , .
B: Well except that ,there's . a . "On Wednesday night, I want
American Novel. " That 's , you different picture .
B: I don't know, what is the ratio - significant difference·. At a to try_ ·to_ expand th~ 'topic to
know , sort of a level of ambition
It's not all that di!;similar from
telephone company, at least at talking little bit about the In·
that they were looking for. what's called attritional wastage of tenured faculty here?
_
Bell 'relephone Company, there '. s terr~action ota woman ·who ,bas
Swarthmore , I think, has gotten in developing countries as · L: About 70 percent.
there . Lawrence I assume has families, where if the wife is kept B: That seems high. It depends, . a very hier.~rchical structure SJit liigh goals for herself with
different goals.
continually pregnant, small but s~venty percent of the faculty . where, in the final analysis, it's other · elements i_n society, ·in
L: What kind of work have you children who, the majority of may be tenureq, but what's the the chief executive ·_officer who particul~ the man she ends up
whom die before the age of 10, median age? If the medi'an age is has the power literally to force a with as spouse; 'who, if thef're,,
done for Guilford College?
B: We talked about trying to you're running a very difficult fairly' high that problem may decision down the chain of going to have wh11t's called dual
identify some of these goals and enterprise as a family because work itself out by the time the command. That's not true : of careers, has• to be .'.rather dif-what the environmental changes 'you keep feeding babies and keep crunch c9mes ., On the other hand, college· presidents. Faculty hav,e ferent "fron;i the typical -hqsband
were that were going to face the feeding a pregnant worn.a n if the median age of the tenured very . jealously guarded rights. of.today, or of.yesterday, and her
college in the next 5-10 years . And without ever getting the labor of · faculty is 45, you have a horse of a And, generally, for good reason. boss· who will ha-ve to; who may
Anq if he's going to. get a ·potnt of very well have to, get used to
then try to figure out what would the grown-up children, to help in completely different color.
view- ~ross, ,if he's going . to things he-isn't used to, in a male · be an appropriate response on the the family . And that's not all that L: What about admissions?
e11_1ploY,ee, and ii;i the, how·shall I
part of Guilford, what was dissimilar with what freshmen do B: Well, let me make something exercise' leadershi_p, it'~ going to put
it, in the whole soeiety, that
expects, what is it that P-rofessor
~iggins says ,U! -My ,Fair ' Lady,
Oh, why can't a woman be more
like a man?' I'm not at all sure
• • •
that's _the right q4estion.'' -'
Concerning his opinion
his
role here as - visiting Woodrow
·Wilson -fellow, Blass said: "In -a
sense it giv.es me a chance to find
out what's gofog on on a college
campus with bright studen'ts and
bright . faculty and .iearn
something of what the ethos , is
here." -.Blass ·would not cQm·
ment when · asked for further
,. elaboratio~ -on this matter.'
As for how he liked it hei:e at
Lawrence, Blass said that so far
(as of Monday a'fternoon~ he
liked it here, "very much. Peopltt
have been very friendly and v
hospitable, and if anythi
people have been too defer
I'd welcome more contrqv

a
a
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members. Since that vote no
administrator had discussed with
Co-op members the reasons for
the defeat, or suggested alternati~e proposals which might be
passed by the faculty .
But Co-op's complaints with the
administration also include more
specific problems . One major
bone of contention has been the
' administration's policy on renting buses . Problems of leasing
buses in accordance with interstate commerce regulations
were not explained to the Co-op
people until one week prior to the
end of . fall term . They had to
switch their_ leasing to Greyhound
for th~ bus service to Milwaukee ,
Chicago , and
St.
PaulMinneapolis. The switch caused
Co-op to lose over $200. ·Thomas
Welsch, J.,awrence's Purchasing
-Agent, ,recommended last term
that this bus service be discontinued clue t.o cc;ist and effort involved. Co-op agreed . Two weeks
later µte Lawrence University
-baseball team went to Tennessee
for i~ spring training in an illegal
bus.
Working with or- through
Tissier, according to Lee, has
been more · inconvenience and
delay than help. Plans made last
spring to set up a Co-op office in
the Union were not implemented
until Co-op workers finally gave
up waiting for Tissier to fill out
and send the work orders and
moved · into the room on their
own. They then waited several

weeks more for her_to order keys
for ,their office so that it could be
locked. And it was not until
Thanksgiving that they were able
to get a secretary. Lee listed a
number . of other similar
problems. 1r:i working with Tissier .
Her official function , according
· to Eggbeer, who helped write the
proposal , was to act as an advisor
a~d. liasion · with the ad _mi~ist~ation . Tissier siad her role
as has1on was not at all clear . She
~dd~d that Lee functioned as the
h~swn with most of the adrl'1;101Strators Co-op has to deal
with . Lee explained that it was
far more efficient than working
through Tissier .
. Lee further explained that at no
t1_m e since he became Co-op
dir~ctor had the Dean 's office, to
which all student activities are
responsible, been responsive to
the Co-op's needs. When advice
or encouragement was needed
none was forthcoming . Laute;
explained to Gillio that he did not.
provide these verbal bits of en couragement because he felt that
" actions speak louder than
words ." No attempt to get in
contact with Co-op has yet beeri
made. Lee expressed the opinion
that the Dean 's office does not
take seriously the efforts of Coop .
Furthermore, when it became
clear that most of the Co-op officers were not ·going to continue
working for Co-op because they
were " frustrated, discouraged
and tired of having to fight the
administration all of the time," it
was, Lee said , assumed that they
would find their own successors .
Lee explained that they did not
have time because of papers and

finals, and that, if th~ Univ_e rsity
had found Co-op to be a worthwhile organization it would
~ave looked for ~u~ce~sors . Very
httle was done with the result
that few J>?Si~ions had 6een filled
by the begmnmg of this term . Not
P~.!~uaded that Lauter and
T1ss1er beli~v~d him when he said
he was res1gnmg, Lee reiterated
that as of last Wednesday he
would . no lortger direct Co-op
op~rat1on~. But he and the other
officers did post notices in the
food centers and a notice in last
we~k,'s paper advertising the
pos1~10n~ which resulted in the
apphcat10ns .

The Menasha -Paper Corporation buys the paper LURC
collects and makes it into crude
pulp. For this reason the
plasticized paper used in
maga.zines is' not appropriate .
LURC needs to provide at least 23 tons to make participation by
the Mena.'Jha Corporation worthwhile. LURC also stands to lose
money on the project; they
receive very little for the paper,
and must pay for all their
publicity and for the truck to haul
tlie collected paper aWc!Y , A
decision by LUCC to give LURC
financial ba~king is still pending.
LURC.collected paper from the
dorms and from many of the
University buildings. The - administration building,- library,
and Main HalL were major
soul'ces of recyclable paper.
Charles Lauter, dean of student
affairs, contributed several years
worth of . newspaper and the
Admission Office thinned some of
tlreir files. "The town proved to
be a more important factor than
we had thought,". said Dav~
Ehrich, '79. But some of these are
sources that will not be available
When the process is repeated next

month.

There are some problems to be
solved before next month's paper
~llection. A stock o( volunteers
1S needed to empty the collection
boxes from week to week into the

COFFEE HOUSE
NOW OPEN
8:00 to 12:00 Tuesday on~
- Thursday
FOOD
.
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
DRINK

specified' storage rooms . Since
paper cannot be stored unless it is
in a fireproof room or in a
dumpster, the massive output of
the _ administration building
cannot be handled ; there is no
appropriate pJace in which it can
be stored . Communication has
also been ·a problem because
there are so many levels of
authority involved . The maids,
janitors , secretaries , fire
regulators , trashmen , and
volunteers must all be aware of
the process .
The staff of the University has
been cooperative. Marwin
Wrolstad , vice president for
business affairs , Jack Manwell ,
director of the physical plant, and
Edward Borski, supervisor of
custodians , among others , have
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Hus bands have got
tO be weII-tr.azne
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byRebecca Moorhead

At the age of five the Peanuts
character, Sally, said she never
wanted to be somebody - just a
wife and mother . Walter Blass,
the Woodrow Wilson Fellow
visiting Lawrence this week ,
attempted to explain her low selfesteem. The director of corporate
planning a t the New York
Telephone Co . spoke in Colman
Lounge w_ednesday night on
" Aspirations and Success : Are
Women Different? "
Asked about the future of CoAdmitting the paradox and
op, Lauter responded that the key hubris , of a man talking about
lay in institu_tionalizing the women', he explained at the
organization so that people who outset that he didn 't realize un ti1
start at the bottom work their late in life how important women
way to the leadership of Co-op. have been in forming his perAsked about problems Co-op has sonhood and in helping him to
faced this year , Tissier explained understand his wife and
that members of Co-op had daughter .
become
unnecessarily
Blass pointed out that women's
discouraged by the normal work patterns are different ; their
hassles
facing
campus share of upper-level jobs is lower
organizations , and that morale and their salaries ·are less. He
was fow because it didn't feel it proceeded to explain wh y these
was getting enough support. injustices exist and what can be
According to Lee, Lauter was done to abolish them .
frustrating any efforts to get
The international economist
people to work for Co-op for more gave much sociological evidence
than one term by his non-supruirt, · to
testify
that
wom en 's
and that Tissier had provided aspirations for professional roles
most of the hassles endured by are low . For instance , while
Co-op .
women make up 38 percent of the
Mark Lee concluded by saying labor force in the U.S ., they make
that despite the problems and up only 9.4 percent of all
frustrations of directing Co-op , he nationally registered scientists.
felt, and he said he SJ?Oke for all of Blass feels this is a result of
the Co-op officers, the experience conditioning of women towards
traditionall y feminine fields.
had been worthwhile.
Unconsciously or not, women do
not verbalize high goals for fear
of appearing unfeminine or of
facing failure .
Conclusions can be drawn
from this evidence as to why

LURC starts recycling
by Jody Feldman
bast Friday the Lawrence
University Recycling Center
(LORC> · emptied its collection
· boxes for the first time. The semi
parked next to the union last
weekend was loaded with
recyclable paper contributed by
the Lawrence Community. And if
enough · paper was collected
during March this procedure will
be repeated on a monthly basis .
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assisted LURC in trying to solve
problems asso'c iated with fire
regulations and storage space.
People have been brainwashed
by the Boy $couts , according to
Ehrich . Recycling is not only the
collection of newspapers, but is a
process that involves using the
backs of letters for scratch paper
and tearing unused sheets out of
notebooks l>efore they are filed
away . " It is important for
everyone to make a conscious
effort to recycle all the paper
they can ," said Ehrich . " Nothing
short of a complete effort will be
effective." Ehrich hopes that
recycling will become habitual at
Lawrence , and that LURC will be
a continuous organization from ·
year to year.

I I
women 's
aspira tion s
for
professional success are lower,
he stated. For example, Blass
discovered through research that
low model s lea d to low
aspirations which becom e selffulfilling proph ec ies . And a
major complaint is that more
corporations are reluctant to
train futur e models for higher
skilled positions. He also observed that much literature has
posed a conflict between raising a
family and having a career. Also
low wages discourage women
from leaving their managerial
position in the home.
Blass urged self-assertiveness
to revert internal self-image
problems and finding a " mentor"
or certain other sources of encoura gement
for
selfdevelopm ent. The general goal is
self-act ualization whi ch he
reports is diffi cult, especially at
the top.
Bla ss li s ted ins tituti onal
reform s such as fl exible work
hours, maternity leave and nongender related absence control.
And as for the insti tution of
marri age, fa milial support is
esse nti a l to br in ging mo r e
women into the professional job
market and is vital to a women's
career. By givi ng examples of
couples with dual-careers, Blass
proved there is give-and-ta ke on
both si des. The woma n's selection of a husband is important
beca use many m en feel
threatened by a housewife wi th a
career and by childcare . Som e do
not
eventake
fe male
achievement seriously . In the
words of one member of the
audience, "husbands have got to
be trained! "

International Cinema.
Spring 1976
April 11 ", 12, 13

MEDEA, Pier Paolo Pasolini (Italy)

April 19

TRISTANA, Luis Bunuel (Spain)

April 26

BLACK PETER, Milos Forman
(Czechoslovakia)
-

May3

DAY OF WRATH, Carl Dreyer
(Denmark)
THE MAN WHO KNEW TOO
MUCH, ~fred Hitchcock (England)

May 10
May 17, 18'

SYMPATHY FOR THE DEVIL/
1'1,.Jean-Luc Godard (France)

May 24, 25"

BETWEEN TIME AND
TIMBUKTU, Kurt Vonnegut (USA)

May 31, June I

FIRESIGN FUNNIES, The Firesign
Theatre (USA)
All films will be shown in Youngchild 161, except those marked •, which
will be shown in Stansbury Theatre of the Music-Drama Center. Admission is 75' ; showtime 7:30 p.m . Questions may be directed to Gary
Weiss.(734-3554) or John Wylie (739-3681, ext. 333).
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T•SHIRTS
Almost 150 different designs to select from . Silk-screen
printed on 100% cotton shirts which come in assorted
colors. Designs from Aerosmith to Frank Zappa with
dozens in between .
These T-shirts come in small,
medium and large sizes . Normal $4 .00 · retail . sellers,
yours for only $3.00 each postpaid.
Four shirts f°or
only $11 .00 postpaid. Send 25' for complete illustrated
catalog.

Cosmic Rainbow
/.

167 West 21st Street

213 E. 'College 739-9431

New York, N.Y. 10011
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Tnla WEEK AT L-,
Toda y

8 pm: Keyboard artist .Joan
Benson will present the third of
the Chamber Music Series
concerts in Harper Hall. The
concert is titled "Music al
Thomas Jefferson's Monticello. " Music will be performed on the clavichord and
fortepiano , with selections
from Bach, Haydn , Mozart,
Wagenseil and A. Rei'nagle.
Tickets are available at the
Lawrence Box Office for $5 .

Name tlie board

Downer now has a commentCML Sunday hours
question qnd answer board in its
The College Methods ),ab
lobby. Students are urged to Office will be oQen Sunday afmake use of it (pencils, tacks and ternoon from 1: 30 - 3: 30 pm as
paper ;:ire provided.) The food well as regular weekday hours .
center is offering a free pitcher of
beer in the Viking room for the
best name for the bulletin board . ,
Tack your entries to the board ,
along with your name and extension. One week 's time will be
give n for t)loughtful CQ ntemplation .

Tomorrow

Tropos lives!

10 am: Joan Benson , clavichord
and pianoforte performer will
present
a
lecturedemonstration in Harper Hall.
She will demonstrate her antique keyboard instruments ,
an d exp lain the different
techniques involved in playing
them .
8 pm : A square dance with Lyle
Leatherman will be held in
Riverview Lounge. Everyone is
invited lo attend .
Sunda y
I pm : Children 's Rec will meet at
Plantz to go kite flying .
Tuesday
4 pm: "The Musical Culture of
India " will be presented · by
Professor Arnold Burghardt of
Carleton College in Main Hall
119 . Burghardt plays -~he
surbahar , a bass sitar, which
was invented in the early 19th
century . Today , because there
are only three surb'.3harists in
northern India , the mstrume9t
IS rarely heard ,1n public
recitals. Burghardt s. teacher ,
Ustad Usman_ ~han , 1s one of
the few remaining artists. .
8 pm: Professor Burghardt will
present a recital of North Indi_an _classi ca l music in
R1verv1ew lounge.
Wedn_esday
8:30 pm : David_ Feldshuh , a
Dartmouth Phi Be_ta Kappa
graduate, who studied ~t the
London Academ y of Music and
Dramatic Art an? wi_th mim~
Jacques Lecoq , will give a Phi
Beta Kappa lecture titled
"Educating the Emotions " in
Riverview Lounge.

Material is needed for the
spring issue of Tropos. This
year 's Tropos will be a forum for
the arts, and any original fiction ,
poetry , photogrpahy, or art is
welcomed , in addition to
criticism or discussion of any of
the arts. Anyone interested in
contributing or in helping with
layout , typing, and ideas contact
John Holdridge, ext. 383, or
Sarah Mustoe, ext. 379.
Geology program
A new , intermedia te-le.vel
course in Environmental Geology
will be offered by ACM this
summer (14 June - '1 August) at
Colorado College. Participants
will become acquainted with
techniques for assessing environmental geologic problems
and will have an opportunity to
apply these techniques to specific
.- research problems on extended
field trips . The course carries two
credits and will be taught by Ted
Ross of the Lawrence Geology
Department. There
is
a
prerequisite of one college-level
course in geology . Information on
living arrangements , costs , and
application procedures can be
obtained by talking to any of the
geology faculty .

General Announcements
New Co-op staff
The following persons will be
the new Co-op staff members :
director , Mike Phillips; publicrelations man age r , · Phoebe
Grant ; business manager , Harry
Kramer ; sales manager, Jean
Capper ; volunteer coordinators,
Betsi Timm and Mary Hopley ;
campus talent coordinator , Lloyd
Dix , Eban McClenahan, transportation manager ; and Randy
Syme, outings coordinator.
If you would like information,
or would like to participate in Coop activities, please contact any
of the members or Jeanne
Tissier. The Co-op office is on the
first floor of the Union, and the
extension is 610.

·

Passover seder

Anyone wishing to have
passover seder with an Appleton
family next week please call
Mason Fein at ext. 395 by Sunday
11 April.

I

Negative lost

A valuable photo negative· has
been lost somewhere on campus
bet!'l'een Downer and the i',f:usicDrama center. Anyone finding
it is asked to contact Richard
France.

.

Photo by Mary Ellen Carolan

BOB HANISCH and Kns Reµter sing country;western in the April Fool's Concert.

'
,..
Judith Anne Gustafson Award

LUCC opens the gym

The Judith Anne Gustafson
Award , established in memory of
by Nancy Fay
Housing·Committee positions
Positions are open for two Judith Gustafson of the class of
Alexander Gymnasiwn is now
students on the Housing Com- 1961, is awarded annually to a ppen Saturdays from 10 a~ to 3
mittee. The position~ are to 6e sophomore woman whQ, in the pm as a result of . a resolution
filled immediately. For details opinion of _the selection com- passed by LUCC. The -extended
and applications contact Rolf von mittee, best exemplifies "the hours will remain in· effect on an
Oppenfeld, ext. 649 or ext. 393, or qualities of scholarship, · high experimental basis for sever"al
moral character, integrity,. and terms.
stop by the LUCC office.
·
1 •
•
loyalty to her school and friends
Robert
Hermann ,
'76 ,
which were -so characteristic of -discussed the financing for the
Downer Serving line change
Students are requested to use Ms . Gustafson ." All nominations extra gym hours at the LUCC
only lines A and B in Downer on are welcomed. If you know a meeting last Wednesday. AcSunday at 4:30 pm. This is to help sophomore woman who you feel cording to Hermann, Ronald
accommodate the students exhibits these qualities , please Roberts, associate professor of
visiting for Pre-Freshmen on contact Sally March ext. 302, · physical education and director
Campus Day. Avoid delays on Betsy Morris ext. 360, or Ms. of athletics , calculated that the
Sunday by eating downstairs and Fillinger ext. 228.
extended hours will incur a cost
LUCC and Co-op hours
eating early!
- of $176 this term to provide a
The LUCC, Co-op and Student student worker and someone to
Activities secretaries -will be - man the distribution -cage.
Evening of dance
Tickets are now on sale at the available in the Union during the Hermann pointed out, however,
·box office for the Dance company following hours :
· that less than $176 was necessary ·
Monday 10 :45-2 :45, 3-5
performance "An Evening of
since one Saturday had alread}
Tuesday 9:30-12:00, 1:30-2:30 been omitted from the .schedule
Dance" at 8 pm on April 22
Wednesday 9:45-12:00 ,
through the 24 in Stansbury
Dan Ei!ienberg, '77, LUCC
Thursday 9-12, 2:45-4 :00
Theatre. The show will feature a
president, suggested that LUCC
Friday 9-11, 12:4~ :45
variety
of
dance
styles
finance 50 percent of the cost of
All dittoing, equip.ment rentals,
choreographed and danced by
L.U. students and local residents . trips and bus sign-ups will be keeping the gym open. Kevin
Caraher, explained that the
Tickets are 75 cents.
· handled during these hours only.
Committee on Committees must
Information can also be ieft with
Uass changes
the secretaries regarding ,rides · pe approached with a specific
The last date to add, drop, or sought or offer~d. The · Co-op proposal to finance the project.
select S-U option is Friday 16 extension is 610 and LUCC's is William Boardman, assistant
April.
'
393.
'
professo~ o5-fruilosophy, warned,

Paperbacks:

however, that LUCC could not get
involved in the funding "before
we first find out exactly ' how
much it will cost ' to use the
facilities."
Robert Wermuth, '77, then
questioned why the gym wa§ .only
to be open five extra hours and ·
not the night hours during the
week and Sunday hours as !)ad
been previously discussed.
Herman replied that "according
to Roberts, it would tie too ex- . pensive to staff the facilities for
use during .all the extra hours."
Herman aJ;so explained , that no
buses will ) ·un ,during the extra
hours for the same reason.
Since the extended gym hours
are in effect on a trial basis,
Boardman SJ..Jggested that an
amendment to the legislation
be made to moriitor the use of the
facilities during the new hours.
In this way he felt LUCC could
determine the value of keeping
the gym open . The legislation
was unanimously amended . to
read "that the use of the r,cility
during the special hours be kept
track of." Rolf von Oppenfeld,
'77, vice president, moved jJ)at a
copy of the amended r~lution
be sent to Roberts.

Conkey~s

James D6:an The Mutart _King, David Dalion, 1. 75,
Pass1~mate, _compelmg story of one of our times
most mcend1ary personalities.
Reality Th~rapy, ~lliam Glasser, M.D., $1.95. A landmark m psychotherapy.
Black S6:ptember, Curly -Keeh and Willy Johnson. A.
passionate ~lay by a white_and black boy growing ,
up together m the turbulent hayday of Civil Rights
$1.95
'
Don't S_ay Yes When You Want To Say No, Herbert
Hem, Ph.D. and Sean Baer, $1.95

'I

''Spring Fever
Take a moment, read
and relax-on Union Hill' '
·Easter Cards are in
Large Assortme'1t

-

/

I
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Pabst. Since 1844.
-The quality haS always
-come thro.ugh.
,,
I
PABST BREWING COMPANY
:.-- ·. Milwauke.e Wfs., .Peoria Heights, Ill., ~ei.yark, N.J., Lo.s Angeles·, Calif., Pabst, Georgia.
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Tennis sq·uad opens sea~on·
The Lawrence University
tennis team will take to t he cour ts
·
Saturday, Apr. 10, in th e opempg
h
action of the 1976 season. t e
Vikings will open the sel!son
Saturday morning against
Grinnell College at th e Lawrence
· courts. Action will begm
· at 9 a.m .
and the public is invited to view
the matches . No adm ission is
charged. The Lawrence ne tt ers
will travel to Ripon Saturday
. afternoon for a 2:30 p.m. meet
with the Redm en.
Opening the season at num ber
one singles for the V1.k.mgs w1·11 be
junior Bob Liebman. He won th e
··
num er one pos1t10n
ear 1·1er th·1s
week in a team tournament,
defeating sen ior Jack Anderson ,
Appleton , fo r the top spot. Anderson wi ll play at . the number
two position and be followed in
order by junior John Chandler ,
sophomore Dave Toguchi , junior
John VanDuze r , and se nior s
Ga ry Kolker and Kevin Rhoades .
" Our team has good balance,"
coa ch Mary Heinecke sa id . " We
have a lot of players with a shot
at the top spots . The guys in our
number six and seven spots have
at one tim e or other beaten our
top players , and I would expec:t to
see a lot of shifting of positions
early in the season."
Heinecke , who is beginning her
fourth year as the head of
Viking tennis . has not set the
doubles pairings for this
weekend 's meets . Final action in
practice and ea rly meet play will
determine the pairings and
placements.
" It should be an interesting
opening weekend ," Heinecke
said . " Ripon took its team on a
southern tour this spring , so they
may be ahead of us in training.
Last year they won the dual meet
7-2. We will definitely improve on
that.
" Grinnell always fields a good
team , and it should be an interesting opening match ," she
added .
"It may take a few meets for
the team_..lp stabilize," Heinecke
said, " and we will be facing some

tough competition, but some of
Our men Played Over the winter,
and, w1' th our overall depth , · I
think we should be battling for
d f h
,,
the title by the en o t e season ,
she concluded.
·
The VI.kings w1·11 -.participate in
a full schedule of dual meets,
leading up to the Midwest Conference championships May 14
and 15 at Grl·nnell . A highlight of
the season will be the Wisconsin
Independent College Invitational
at the Lawrence court~ the
Weekend Of Apr.1·1 23-24. Ten
teams from though· out the -_state
11 a ve l·ndi'cated they will be
part1·c·1pat1·ng 1·n th1·s season's
Lawrence Invitational.

The 1976 Lawrence University
tennis schedule follows :
G ·
11 Home 9
Apri1· 10 - Armne 2- 30 pm
a ,m . Ripon - way - :
· ·
April 17 - UW-Green Bay Home - 9· a .m . UW-Stevens Point Home 12 p.m.
uw -os hk os h - Home 3/
Apri 20 p.m .
·
. .
April 23- 24 - LU Invitationa 1 Home
9 a.m.
M
M ' h.
Technical
ay 1 - IC igan
Home 9 a.m. Fox Cities Racquet
Club - Home - 1 :30 p.m .
May 5 - Beloit - Away - 2 p.m .
N b t H
\J
May 8 - St. or erH - ome
2 a.m. Lake Forest - comef p.m .
May
14-15
on erence
Championships - Away
May 22 - Alumni Meet - Home

Boneheads, bruises,
and beer ~qual rugby
by Lucy Ruggerhugger
Rugby has finally _ come to
Appleton and from the fine
showing last Saturday in Green
Bay , it looks like it's here to stay.
Despite 1:ne 4-0 loss , under the
guidance of Jeff Johnson and
Paul Minette from IPC the Appleton ruggers proved to be
worthy adversaries for the more
experienced Green Bay team.
For those that have never
enjoyed rugby , the sport has been
described as a cross between
soccer and football. ·This,
description is ·a valid one since
rugby combines the kicking of
soccer · with the hitting and
tackling of football. There is no
protective padding used , thus the
expression: , " It . takes leather
balls to pla y rugby.'' Like football , therer are basically two
types of players . 1) The fast ,
squirrely backs who advance the
ball forward , and 2) the big
strong linemen, who for the' most
part , buck heads in a "scrum" to

ga in possession of the ball. Jim
Beres summed it up nicely ;
" There are more hard knocks in
rugby than a glacier slide in the
Pleistocene."
·
The actual 80 minutes of
playing time during a rugby
match is only part bf the story . It
has long been rugby tradition to
indulge in a third half at the local
tavern with your opponents .
After last Saturday's game the
two rugby" teams discussed
strategy and settled differen!!eS
in a less than civil manner at the
Irish Pub in De Pere. The
comradery among the players
after a match, drinking and
singing, makes rugby a really fun
sport. i\s _ big · Al Zagzebski
rhe_to.rically asked after the
game , "Is this GREAT?" If this
hasn't convinced you to join the
ranks of the Appleton ruggers,
then come to one of the third half
celebrations. It convinced Marc
Sachnoff and he's no Larry
Universe .

Lawrence track team runs to Madison
by Dave Rosene
The Viking track team and
Women 's Track Club finished
th eir 1976 indoor seasons last
Saturday in the U.S. Track and
Fi e ld Federation meet in
Madison. This meet was unlike
an y other that. the Viki ngs enter
in that participation is open to
everyone in Wisconsin (of college
age ) and is conducted primarily
on an individual basis rather than
by teams.
On the whole , the com petition
is far tougher than most of the
Viking sc hedule. On ly Ron
Wopat , who dominates the shot
put , could complain of too little
competition . He took home the
gold medal in that event. Even
Bob Eddy , who is rarely
challenged in the high jump, met
his master in the person of former world record holder Pat
Matzdorf. Many athletes ·from
the University of Wisconsin
competed, unattached . Kim Scott
of UW , for instance , breezed
through the pole-vault at 15'6"
(14'6" is the Lawrence record ).
Despite tough competition , ,
several Lawrentians made their.
marks . Here is a rundown of their
scoring.
Men

Ron Wopat grabbed the only
first place with a toss of.51' %" in
the shot put.
Bob Eddy took fourth place in
the shot, tossing it 39 '6".
Bob Eddy also placed fourth in
the high jump at 6'2".
John Davis took third in his
heat in the 220 yd. in termediate
h_urdles but missed placing. Hi s
tim e was 29.8 seconds .
The team of Dave Foss , Rick
Knurr , John Davis , and Rob
Stevens took second place in their
heat of the 880 yd. relay but
missed plac ing by eight-tenths of
a second . Their time was 1 :38.6.
The team of Ron Wopat, Rick

Invitational Relays also put . on
Knurr , Rob Stevens, and Kevin
Retelle placed fifth in the mile strong performances at the meet.
- The defending Relays champion
relay with a time of 3:38.7.
Carroll College of Waukesha, WI
Women
Andrea Williamson dashed 60 - looked particularly good. As
yds . in 8.1 seconds for sixth place strong as the Vikings are this
. in that event. She dashed 220 yds. year, it looks as though they will
in 30.1 seconds for a sixth place in have their ha nds full at their own
invitational . Due to a practice of
that event.
Rachel .Nadel placed sixth in reciprocity, the Viking Relays is
the shot put with a 27'6 V4" per- currently the only scheduled
home meet for this . year.
formance.
Kathy Kennedy long jumped Everyone is. urged to come out
and help cheer our teams orr:
11 ' 11 " for a third place. And
Tomorrow the Yikes will travel
Mary Reed ran the 220 yd . dash in
31.1 seconds to take third place in to Ripon for a_ quadrangular
her heat but missed placing track meet featuring the host
team , Beloit, and Northwestern
getting a final place.
Several of the teams which will ColJege of Watertown. The
· be invited to the Lawrence Viking r.e sults should be favorable for
the Vikings.
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RENT-A-CAR. RENT-A-TRUCK
Rent A New Ford As Low As:

$8 PE~ DAY; 9~ PER. MILE
Call }!'or Special l{oliday Rates
For Res~rva tions:
DAVE-BJtANTMEIER 731-5211

Everything Fr(i)m Pintos to 1i Pass. Wagons
-see: Cher Zimmerman
Your Student Rep. CO-OP

leasing & Rent-A-Car
73 1..:5 211
W. College Ave. - 2 Blks. E. of 41 ·
M~n., Wed., Fri. 'til 9 - Sat. 8-5

Photo by Nancy Gazzola

BIG AL g~es to worK-. '-

1976 TRACK SCHEDULE
Vs. Ripon, Northwestern College,' Beloit
l:O(l"S'at., April IO
vs·. St. Norbert;s
3 :00 Tuesday, April 14
Vs. Ripon
I
•
1:00 Sat., April 17

.Away

Away
{'

Away

-,
I

Lawrence Viking Invitational Relays
Noon, Sat., April 24
·

Home

St. Norbert's Invitational
1 :00 Sat., May 1

Away

Beloit, Beloit Relays
Sat., May 8

Aw~y

Grinnell, Iowa; Midwest Conference Championships, Away,
Friday, Sat., May 14, 15
·
- ·
• ·

1975-1976

Bus S<:hedule to Alexander Gym

The bus will pick up students on the c~rner of Lawrence
and Durkee str~ets and at the bus pick~up area on College
Avenue. No other stops will be_made. .
'
-Leave Campus

MWF ............... 9.50
11:10
noon 12:00

Leave Gymnasium
11:00
11:50
12:20

TTh ...... ... . .. .... 8:40
.
10:00
11 :20

9:50
11:10
12:15

I·

P.M.
12:30 bowling-run via gym
1:10
1:20
2:10
2:20
2:50
3:00
3:30
3:40
3:50
4:00
4:10
4:20
4:30
4:40
1
5:00
5: 16
5:30
5':45
6:00

The bus will follow the abo_ve schedule from Monday
through Friday each week. _

